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Abstract

This review summarizes recent progress in investigating polymer systems by

using Differential dynamic microscopy (DDM), a rapidly emerging approach that

transforms a commercial microscope by combining real-space information with

the powerful capabilities of conventional light scattering analysis. DDM analysis

of a single microscope movie gives access to the sample dynamics in a wide range

of scattering wave-vectors, enabling contemporary polymer science experiments

that would be difficult or impossible with standard light scattering techniques.

Examples of application include the characterization of polymer solutions and

networks, of polymer based colloidal systems, of biopolymers, and of cellular

motility in polymeric fluids. Further applications of DDM to a variety of polymer

systems are suggested to be just behind the corner and it is thus likely that DDM

will become a tool of choice of the modern experimental polymer scientists.
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1 | INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The need to characterize dynamical processes and proper-
ties pervades both fundamental polymer science and
applied engineering of polymeric systems. Radiation (light,
X-rays, and neutron) scattering has long served as a stan-
dard method in the experimental toolbox of polymer sci-
ence for characterizing the dynamics of polymer molecules
and materials.1 In particular, light scattering emerged as a
central tool in the early era of polymer research due to its
accessibility in the laboratory and versatility to different
material systems. Since the early works of Zimm showing
that light and other radiation scattering can be used to
probe single-polymer properties and interactions,2 the use
of scattering has expanded to probe a wide range of more

complex dynamical processes including viscoelasticity,3

phase instability,4 gelation,5 and active polymer dynam-
ics.6 Meanwhile, driven by parallel advances in in situ elec-
tron7 and optical microscopy as well as molecular
simulation over the past decades, an emerging focus of
polymer research has been on the dual roles of single-
molecule dynamics8 and structural heterogeneity9 on the
macroscopic properties of polymers. This focus on
molecular-scale processes and heterogeneity has exposed
the limitations of radiation scattering and light scattering
methods in particular, since although they provide access
to information on the length scales of light-matter interac-
tions, they are usually macroscopically-averaged measure-
ments, and as such require models to extract information
regarding heterogeneous processes. At the same time,
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despite the ability of microscopy to directly resolve micro-
scopic processes, current real-space image analysis tools
remain very limited to feature identification and single-
object motion tracking, and typically require significant
modification of experimental designs in order to facilitate
analysis, limiting the applicability of these methods.

Fourier-domain analysis of imaging data has recently
emerged as a potential way to merge the advantages of
microscopy experiments and scattering measurements,
while potentially avoiding some of their respective limita-
tions.10 Specifically, converting real-space images to the
Fourier domain allows one to analyze ensemble-level sta-
tistical information encoded in the entire image, while
still retaining the real-space representation to assist in
the modeling and interpretation of Fourier-space analy-
sis. In particular, differential dynamic microscopy (DDM)
has emerged as an extremely powerful and versatile
Fourier-domain analysis method for probing material
dynamics using video microscopy data.11 Although the
details of the method will be discussed later, the popular-
ized description of DDM as “dynamic light scattering on
a microscope” has sparked the inspiration of researchers
to apply the method to obtain dynamical information
accessible to scattering measurements in the diverse con-
texts accessible to microscopy experiments. This review
summarizes the recent development of DDM, its princi-
ples and, importantly, its application to a growing num-
ber of contemporary areas of polymer science. Given its
popular association with dynamic light scattering, it is
not surprising that the development of DDM as an
emerging tool for the characterization of dynamical pro-
cesses in polymers exhibits a number of parallels with
the development of light scattering measurements in ear-
lier eras. However, as alluded to previously, the ability of
DDM to combine Fourier-space analysis with real-space
imaging information provides a number of distinct
advantages which we highlight here. Based on these
developments, we argue that DDM holds promise to join
scattering methods as a central and multi-faceted tool in
the characterization of polymeric materials and systems.

2 | BASICS OF DDM

When using a microscope to map many small and
crowded together elementary objects, one encounters two
main limitations: if two or more objects are closer than
the limit (roughly half of the light wavelength) imposed
by diffraction, their images are indistinguishable from
that of a single object; in addition, subwavelength objects
contribute a tiny intensity signal either because they
absorb/dephase little light or because they each contain a
small number of primary (e.g., fluorescent) emitters. The
combination of these two issues limits direct space

approaches, such as particle tracking (PT) or segmenta-
tion, to being used with large and well separated objects,
unless super-resolution methodologies are used.12 This
limitation is particularly stringent for polymeric systems,
as the typical monomer size is several orders of magni-
tudes smaller than the wavelength of light.

DDM provides a simple solution to this problem, as it
shows that there is more to a microscopy image than
meets the eye!11 We illustrate the typical working flow of
DDM analysis in Figure 1, which illustrates DDM for the
case of a dilute, unentangled polymer solution of which
we show for simplicity only one single chain, whose
microscope image I(x, t) is collected at various times (t1,
t2, t3, t4 in the figure).

If one considers a generic image I(x, t) = IBG(x)+ δi
(x, t) acquired at time t, the tiny signal δi(x, t) due to the
temporally and spatially fluctuating distribution of
the small elementary objects can be isolated from the
time-independent background IBG(x) by calculating the
image difference ΔIn(x,Δt) = i(x, tn)� i(x, tn+Δt) = δi(x,
tn)� δi(x, tn+Δt). The variable ΔIn(x,Δt) is a stochastic
process that fluctuates both in time and space. However,
due to the limited spatial resolution of the optical micro-
scope and to the two-dimensional (2D) nature of the
image, the relationship between the intensity at each
point x = (x, y) of the detector and the concentration c(x,
z; t) of the elementary objects that make up the three-
dimensional (3D) sample does not allow for a simple
analysis of the signal in direct space. DDM achieves the
trick by performing the calculation of the ensemble
image temporal correlation functions in the reciprocal
space.

To this aim, each image difference ΔIn(x,Δt) is first Fou-
rier transformed to obtain ΔÎn q,Δtð Þ¼FT2D ΔIn x,Δtð Þ½ � ,
where FT2D[…] is the the 2D spatial Fourier transform
(x !q). Under very reasonable experimental
hypotheses,13 the image structure function D q,Δtð Þ¼
< ΔÎnðq,ΔtÞ
�
�

�
�
2
> tn can be calculated, where the average

h…itn is performed over realizations with the same Δt but
different tn. One has that

10:

D q,Δtð Þ¼A qð Þ 1� f ℝ q,Δtð Þ½ �þB qð Þ ð1Þ

where fℝ(q,Δt) is the real part of the normalized interme-
diate scattering function f(q,Δt), the term B(q) accounts
for the detection noise, and the term A(q) is a static
amplitude term that depends on the contrast mechanism
behind the image formation and on the distribution and
shape of the elementary objects.10,13

The normalized intermediate scattering function is
ordinarily probed by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), a
technique that is routinely employed for the characteriza-
tion of polymers in solutions.14 Equation (1) implies that
any existing model for the intermediate scattering
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function, developed for instance for DLS applications,
can be used directly to fit DDM data. Several models exist
to describe the intermediate scattering function of dilute,
semi-dilute and concentrated polymer solutions. The
interested reader can find a good entry point to the topic
in15 and a more advanced treatment in.16 Here we briefly
illustrate the simplest case that is, that of a dilute,
unentangled polymer solution, which is pictorially repre-
sented in Figure 1. For a polymer with statistical segment
length b and gyration radius Rg� b, the dynamics
exhibits three different regimes as a function of q: for q
� 1/Rg one has f(q,Δt) = e�Γ(q)Δt, whose relaxation rate
Γ(q) = Dtq

2 captures the Brownian motion with diffusion
coefficient Dt of the center of mass of the chain; for q
� 1/b, a diffusive dispersion relation Γ(q) = Dmq

2 is
predicted, where Dm�Dt is associated to the diffusion of
the monomers; for intermediate q (1/Rg< q<1/b), the

internal chain dynamics is probed and one expects a dis-
persion relation Γ� q4 in the absence of hydrodynamic
interactions (Rouse limit, see Figure 1) or, if hydrody-
namic interactions are considered, the weaker scaling Γ
� q3 (Rouse-Zimm limit). Interestingly, whenever a
model is available to connect the intermediate scattering
function with the mean-squared-displacement of the scat-
terers, it is also possible to extract the latter from DDM
experiments. For the case portraied in Figure 1, one
would observe again three different regimes: diffusive
dynamics for short and long times, and subdiffusion for
intermediate ones. It must be stressed that, access to all
these regimes of q and t with DDM depends on how the
characteristic length and time scales of the polymer sys-
tem compare with the experimentally accessible wave-
vector range, camera acquisition frame rate and overall
experimental duration.

FIGURE 1 Typical workflow for

DDM analysis of image sequences.

Images and a sketch of expected output

behavior are shown for a single polymer

molecule undergoing conformational

fluctuations. More details are provided

in the main text
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Equation 1 also implies that a microscope can be used
as a quantitative DLS instrument that probes simulta-
neously many wavevectors in the range [qmin, qmax],
where qmin is set by the size of the imaged sample portion
and qmax is set by the pixel size, in both cases after suit-
able magnification. Under typical circumstances, one can
cover the range [0.1,10] μm-1, where some improvement
may be obtained by performing experiments with differ-
ent magnifications. This wavevector range extends on the
lower side what is accessible with commercial DLS
instruments, which makes DDM a useful complement to
DLS. On the temporal side, it must be stressed that the
temporal averaging leading to Equation 1 requires that
the sample dynamics can be considered stationary
(or quasi-stationary) during the time-window over which
the DDM analysis is performed. When this is not the
case, it is common practice to limit the duration of an
image sequence so that the quasi-stationarity hypothesis
holds and acquire several of such image sequences, each
one being representative of a given “age” of the system
under study. Each sequence is then analyzed with DDM
to characterize the sample dynamics at a given age. While
this strategy has been proven to work in several cases,17–
19 it poses some obvious limitations on the capability of
DDM to follow nonstationary dynamics, a problem that
notoriously affects also DLS.

A notable advantage of DDM over DLS is that the for-
mer can operate with a variety of microscopy contrast
mechanisms including bright-field, phase-contrast, dark-
field, differential interference contrast, and depolarized
scattering-based microscopy or wide-field, confocal, light-
sheet fluorescent based microscopy (see References 10
and 20 for a comprehensive review). The capability of
using fluorescence as a contrast mechanism makes DDM
akin to fluctuation correlation spectroscopy (FCS), a tech-
nique that is increasingly being applied to the study of
polymer systems.21 It must be stressed, however, that
FCS does not provide wave-vector resolved information.
The reader interested in a more detailed discussion on
the relationship between fluorescence-based DDM and
other FCS-like techniques can refer to Reference 10.

Two very recent studies address the potential of DDM
for diffusion characterization22 and particle sizing23 com-
pared to DLS, FCS, PT, TEM, SEM, turbidity measure-
ment, and static light scattering. DDM, the youngest
among the mentioned approaches, can provide very reli-
able results and offers the unique possibility to operate in
highly turbid samples, an advantage that comes either
from the partial coherence of the typical microscope light
sources13 or from the optical sectioning capability of con-
focal24 and light-sheet22,25 microscopes.

Before turning to the description of applications of
DDM, we would like to stress that, while DDM analysis

provides as an immediate output the structure function D
(q,Δt), extraction of other quantities (Figure 1), such as
the intermediate scattering function f(q,Δt), the relaxa-
tion rate Γ(q) (here we assume for simplicity that there is
only one dominant relaxation process), and the mean
squared displacement ⟨Δr2(Δt)⟩ is less immediate and
requires often additional information and/or assump-
tions. In brief, if a model for f(q,Δt) is available, A(q), B
(q), and Γ(q) can be simply obtained with a fitting proce-
dure.11,13 If this is not the case, knowledge of A(q) and B
(q) is needed to extract f(q,Δt). This typically requires a
large acquisition frame rate, to efficiently decouple the
detection noise from the genuine sample signal, and a
sufficiently long acquisition, to capture full sample
decorrelation. In all the cases in which the main contri-
bution to B(q) is shot-noise, the latter can be determined
in principle by prior calibration of the detector without
sample and under similar illumination conditions. Alter-
natively and more simply, one can rely on the fact that B
(q) is q-independent and A(q)! 0 for large q. If the decay
of A(q) to zero occurs for q< qmax (i.e., if the pixel size is
smaller than the optical resolution), one can determine B
(q) as the high-q limit of D(q,Δt).19 In Reference 19, it is
also shown how A(q) can be obtained from the time aver-
aged Fourier power spectrum of individual images, which
requires that the intensity background IBG(x) is spatially
homogeneous. Extracting the mean squared displace-
ment ⟨Δr2(Δt)⟩ from f(q,Δt) requires the validity of addi-
tional hypotheses about the statistical properties of the
particles motion.26–28

The above discussion shows that, when presenting
the results of DDM analysis, an effort should be made to
make available to the reader all the relevant intermediate
steps of the analysis: for example, showing results for the
relaxation rate Γ(q) without showing typical structure
functions D(q,Δt) and the corresponding fitting curves
(at least for some values of q) should be avoided.

3 | APPLICATIONS

In this Section, we describe four key areas in which DDM
has already unveiled its potential to deal with challenging
samples and experimental configurations that involve
polymers.

3.1 | Characterization of polymer
solutions and networks

Many early applications of DDM mirrored the develop-
ment of DLS for probing dynamics in polymeric systems,
including the measurement of diffusion coefficients and
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their dependent properties. For example, a recent study
employed a combination of FCS and DDM to character-
ize long-time diffusion in concentrated polymer
solutions,29 and the results confirmed predictions from
theoretical scaling relations for entangled polymers. More
recently, it was demonstrated that DDM can be used to
perform passive probe microrheology experiments, in
which a material of interest is seeded with spherical
Brownian particles, and their motion is used to extract
linear viscoelastic properties of the matrix material.
Employing theories conventionally used for analysis of
DLS microrheology,30 one can extract the mean-squared
displacement (MSD) of embedded probes, and subse-
quently the frequency-dependent viscoelastic storage (G')
and loss (G") moduli via the Generalized Stokes-Einstein
relation.26,27 Initial demonstrations on semi-dilute poly-
mer solutions26,28 and micellar fluids27 showed that
DDM microrheology can quantitatively reproduce the
MSD and linear viscoelasticity obtained by both conven-
tional multiple particle tracking (MPT) microrheology as
well as bulk rheological characterization (see Figure 2).
Significantly, it was shown that DDM microrheology
could be employed under conditions where MPT is inac-
cessible due to imaging limitations.27 This superior versa-
tility of DDM has been exploited to characterize and
screen complex material formulations including polymer
networks that would otherwise be intractable using con-
ventional microrheology methods. For example, using
Brownian probe measurements on a series of crosslinking
polyacrylamide solutions, DDM microrheology was used
to verify the concept of time-cure superposition31,32 and
its use in precise estimation of critical gelation exponents
and the gel point.27 More recently, such experiments
were implemented in a novel combination of automated

sample preparation, microscopy, DDM analysis and
machine learning to perform high-throughput screening
of gelation kinetics of silk fibroin biopolymer networks
over a wide, multi-component compositional space in
order to identify compositional windows with desirable
gelation times.33 Such integrated measurements and
methods involving DDM microrheology show significant
promise for the future application of DDM microrheology
to polymeric materials with complex composition and
design spaces.

3.2 | Characterization of polymer based
colloidal systems

Synthetic polymer latex particles prepared via emulsion
polymerization are routinely characterized with DDM,
typical examples being polystyrene (PS)11 and
poly(methyl methacrylate).24 In addition to the particle
translational diffusivity, DDM is sensitive to a variety of
dynamics of polymeric particles, including their rota-
tional Brownian motion34 and directed motion.35 Beyond
this simple role as building blocks of colloidal particles,
polymers are frequently used in combination with col-
loids, mostly as depletion36 or surface-functionalization
agents (Tadros 2013).37 Lanfranco et al.38 used DDM to
measure the diffusivity of DNA-coated colloidal particles
and monitor in time their aggregation state induced by
selective DNA–DNA interactions (see Figure 3). In addi-
tion to equilibrium studies DDM has been used to char-
acterize nonequilibrium processes in polymer-colloids.
Gao et al.39 used DDM in combination with other tech-
niques to study simultaneous spinodal decomposition
and physical gelation of a colloidal system of

FIGURE 2 DDM-microrheology of complex fluids.28 (A) Representative bright-field image of a solution of PEO in water with embedded

polystyrene spheres (diameter 330 nm). The scale bar indicates 10 μm. In the inset, a pictorial representation of the tracer particles (in blue)

embedded in the polymeric solution is shown. In panel (B), the frequency-dependent viscoelastic moduli G0(ω) and G0 0(ω) of an aqueous

PEO solution measured with DDM microrheology (green red circles) are compared with the ones determined via conventional small-

amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology (orange upright triangles) and DLS (blue pentagons) measurements, respectively. DLS-based

microrheology was performed with the same tracer particles used in the DDM experiment. Image courtesy: M. a. Escobedo-S�anchez
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nanoemulsion droplets in the presence of thermo-
responsive polymers. Access to very small q-values
highlighted a combination of fast diffusive dynamics
within the colloid-rich domains, and slow, intermittent
directional motion of individual domains driven by
spinodal coarsening. Wang et al.40 employed DDM to
study capillary waves arising in a colloid-polymer mix-
ture that exhibits liquid–gas phase separation. They
obtained an accurate estimate of the capillary velocity for
several samples in which the concentration of the parti-
cles and the polymer was varied, finding values consis-
tent with prior studies. Cho et al.18 investigated
aggregation, geometric percolation, and the subsequent
transition to nonergodic dynamics in a system of
polystyrene-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PS-PNIPAM)
core-shell colloidal particles synthesized by emulsion
polymerization. By combining different image acquisi-
tions on samples with different particle concentration,
they highlighted the existence of three distinct regimes in
the formed gels: for small q, the dynamics is overdamped
and similar to that of a homogeneous viscoelastic
medium; for intermediate q, a q-independent dynamics
dominated by the density fluctuations at the length scale
of the clusters; for large q, the internal vibrations of the
fractal clusters are measured. Finally, Sentjabrskaja
et al.41 employed DDM with a system made of two spe-
cies of colloidal particles to study the collective dynamics
of the smaller ones (intruders) in the mobile, crowded
environment (matrix) landscaped by the larger ones. Use
of two-color fluorescent tagging of the particles, allowed
the authors to investigate separately the dynamics of the
two species, providing information that would be simply
inaccessible with DLS. The experiments, conducted for
different ratios of the particles size, revealed extended
anomalous dynamics for specific values of the size

asymmetry and of the probed length scale. In particular,
a logarithmic decay of the collective intermediate scatter-
ing function of the intruders was observed at length
scales comparable to the size of the matrix particles. An
outcome of this study was the identification of a critical
size ratio δc below which the intruders diffusively move
in a glassy porous matrix, and above which crowding
leads to a glassy dynamics of the intruders themselves.

3.3 | Characterization of biopolymers

Biological polymers and systems have become one of the
most rapidly expanding areas of application for DDM.
The present review will focus primarily on biopolymer
materials reconstituted outside their native environment;
there are also a growing number of examples involving
studies on living cells and tissues, which will be described
in the following section. At the molecular level,
researchers have employed DDM to characterize the rhe-
ological properties and condensation of soluble proteins
in solution in a manner analogous to more conventional
DLS measurements. Model studies on solutions of lyso-
zyme and hemoglobin A42 demonstrated that the mea-
sured DDM signal of protein condensates could be
accurately described using the cumulant expansion com-
monly employed in DLS, resulting in estimation of size
distributions of condensate droplets. Alternatively, DDM
microrheology has been employed to understand the role
of protein composition on the viscosity of whole mouth
saliva samples,43 as well as the mobility of ribonucleopro-
tein granules within Drosophilia oocytes.44 The latter
studies highlight the utility of DDM for characterizing
rheological information of scarce materials and in vivo
systems that would be difficult if not impossible to obtain

FIGURE 3 Monitoring particle aggregation with DDM. (A–D) Representative bright-field images of DNA-coated silica microparticles

with a variable fraction of linkers (f = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, respectively) at the end of an aggregation experiment. (E–H) Relaxation time τ as a
function of the wave vector q, as obtained from DDM analysis performed on the same samples shown in panel (A–D) (Blue points). The
solid orange line indicates the best power law fit τ/ q�α, while the dashed yellow line corresponds to the best Brownian fit τ = Dq�2. The

latter is used to extract the effective diffusion coefficient D at different time points, as shown in panel (i). For f < 0.2, the effective diffusion

coefficient remains roughly constant over time, indicating the stability of the “colloidal gas” phase. The rapid decrease in D observed for

larger fractions of linkers, corresponds to the formation of large aggregates. Adapted from38 under Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License
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using conventional methods. DDM has also been used as
an effective probe to study the formation and properties
of biopolymer networks. Recently, DDM microrheology
was used as an in situ probe of the pH-dependent
gelation of hyaluronan networks, and was used to show
that the emergence of elasticity was concomitant with
expulsion of water from the newly formed network, as
confirmed using independent studies of water dynam-
ics.45 Similar DDM microrheology studies on the forma-
tion of hyaluronic acid networks tracked the evolution
of dynamics during both physical and chemical gela-
tion.46 Interestingly, whereas chemically-crosslinked
hyaluronic acid networks exhibited subdiffusive and non-
ergodic probe motion consistent with an elastic medium,
physically-crosslinked networks exhibited heterogeneous
dynamics including a population of purely viscous
motion that is unobservable in bulk rheological measure-
ments (see Figure 4). These studies demonstrate the
importance of quantifying micro-scale rheology and
dynamics to probe material heterogeneities and the util-
ity of DDM in probing them. Building toward more com-
plex and native structured biomaterials, a number of
recent studies have employed DDM to isolate the role
of various components and processes in the dynamics
and mechanics of cytoskeletal networks involving actin
and microtubule assemblies. For example, recent multi-
channel fluorescence DDM experiments47 identified the
role of microtubules in moderating ballistic motion and
contractile forces associated with myosin-driven activity
of reconstituted cytoskeletal networks. It was observed
that this activity-mediated forcing of the network leads to
a transition in the anomalous dynamics of particles
embedded in the network from subdiffusive motion at
short times due to the interplay of diffusion with thermal
fluctuations of the network,47,48 toward ballistic motion

at long times due to the influence of myosin-driven active
motion of the network.47 Other studies have examined
the influence of these complex dynamics of actin-
microtubule networks on various biological transport
processes. For example, DDM has been combined with
single molecule tracking showed that cytoskeletal
crowding and subdiffusive transport lead to increased
compaction and conformational rigidity of DNA in rec-
onstituted actin-microtubule networks.49,50 Another
study showed that in vivo cytoskeletal vesicle transport in
Drosophila oocytes could be directly linked to a combina-
tion of thermal fluctuations and advective motion associ-
ated with active actin motion.51 An important feature
common to this growing body of studies on cytoskeletal
networks is that because DDM relies on statistical corre-
lations of fluctuations across an entire imaging plane,
dynamical information can be extracted without tracking
individual molecules, circumventing the need for super-
resolution optical methods and enabling studies in com-
plex biological milieu.

3.4 | Cellular motility in polymer
solutions

The potential of DDM in providing a statistically robust
estimate of the parameters describing cell motility at dif-
ferent scales has been demonstrated on a variety of sys-
tems, spanning from diluted suspensions of flagellated
bacteria or algae52 to confluent monolayers of epithelial
cells.53,54 DDM works even in thick 3D samples and for
relatively high cell concentrations, a regime which is not
easily accessible with standard optical methods, based for
example on PT or DLS. In many biologically relevant sit-
uations, cell motility occurs in complex, heterogeneous

FIGURE 4 Tracking-free determination of particle dynamics in composite collagen–hyaluronan networks. (A and B) confocal images of

the fibrillar collagen network for a 1 mg ml�1 pure collagen network (A) and for a composite where the collagen fibrils are embedded in a

hyaluronan background network that is not visible in the image (B). Scale bars indicate 10 μm. (C) Intermediate scattering functions (ISFs)

obtained from DDM analysis of bright-field image sequences of different samples where 0.6 μm particles are dispersed: A 1 mg ml�1 collagen

(black curve) network, a 2 mg ml�1 hyaluronan sample (blue), and composite collagen–hyaluronan network (orange). Adapted from46 under

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License
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environments, often displaying nontrivial, length-scale-
dependent rheology, making the interaction between
motile cells and polymer solutions a topic of great appli-
cative relevance. A successful example along this line is
provided by Reference.55 There, Martinez et al. investi-
gate the swimming behavior of E. coli in solutions of both
linear (polyvinylpyrrolidone) and branched (Ficoll) poly-
mers over a wide range of molecular weights and concen-
trations. In this work, by combining DDM with dark-
field flicker microscopy the Authors find that, for almost
all considered samples, the swimming behavior is fully
compatible with the motion in a Newtonian fluid charac-
terized by an effective viscosity significantly smaller than
the one of the polymer solution. This result can be
accounted for by a simple model where the flagella, by
moving in a short polymer-depleted nanochannels “dug”
by their own rapid motion, experience a viscosity close to
the one of the pure buffer. Besides their intrinsic interest,
these exciting results demonstrate the potential of DDM
of exploiting motile bacteria as “active nanorheometers”
to probe the rheology of complex fluids at the sub-
micrometer scale. A completely different regime of cell-
polymer interaction is the one where the motile cells are
suspended in a diluted solution of polymers much
smaller than the cell size. In this case, the polymer pri-
marily acts as a depletion agent, promoting the aggrega-
tion of the cells. This problem is theoretically and
experimentally explored in Reference56, where a dilute
suspension of motile E. coli is mixed with sodium polysty-
rene sulfonate (NaPSS, molecular weight 64,700 g mol-1)
at different concentrations. Polymer-induced aggregation
of bacteria is shown to promote the formation of clusters
showing persistent collective rotation due to the nonvan-
ishing total torque exerted by the bacteria at its bound-
aries. In this work, DDM was used to monitor the

motility of freely swimming bacteria. More recently,
DDM has been used for characterizing the motility of
spermatozoa in both fresh and defrosted samples of bull
semen at different dilutions.57 Exploiting the intrinsic
multiscale capability of DDM, and in particular its ability
to access small wavevectors, Jepson et al. were able to
separate and measure the many different contributions
to the dynamics exhibited by these samples, where motile
and nonmotile sperm cell are dispersed in a complex
fluid matrix (the seminal plasma) (see Figure 5). The
obtained motility parameters are in good agreement with
the ones obtained with single particle tracking, which is
the current method of choice for evaluating spermato-
zoon motility in a lab setting. These promising results
suggest tha DDM could be successfully used in different
steps of the process of fertility assessment in veterinary
practice, both on-farm and in-lab. A paradigmatic exam-
ple of how the chemical composition and the rheological
properties of a polymeric solution are key in determining
the spatio-temporal behavior of motile cellular structures
is represented by the interaction of ciliated cells, like the
ones lining the airway epithelium, with mucus. In Refer-
ence53 it is shown that, beside the ciliary beat frequency
(CBT) also the extent of spatial correlations in the collec-
tive ciliary beating dynamics is a sensitive and robust
readout of the ability of cells to promote mucociliary
clearance. In this work, the spatio-temporal features of
the collective ciliary dynamics exhibited by in vitro sam-
ples of live human bronchial epithelial ciliated cells are
captured via an automated image analysis procedure
based on a sequence of DDM analyses performed over
subregions of different size. Multi-scale DDM (multi-
DMM58) enables the determination of both CBT and of
the spatial correlation length scale over which the beat-
ing dynamics is coherent, providing accurate

FIGURE 5 High-throughput characterization of the motility of spermatozoa. (A) Representative phase-contrast image of a diluted

thawed bull semen sample with � 20 � 106 cell/ml. Scale bar = 100 μm. (B) Image structure function obtained from DDM analysis at

6 values of q, specified in the legend. Black lines are best fitting curves with a model incorporating the main contributions to the sperm cells

dynamics, namely, head oscillation (1), swimming (2), and diffusion of nonmotile cells (3). Adapted from57 under Creative Commons

Attribution License
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phenotyping of cultured cells and enabling a quantitative
assessment of the efficacy of pharmaceutical treatments.

4 | CONCLUSIONS AND
PERSPECTIVES

The present review has provided an overview of recent
progress in the investigation of polymeric systems
enabled by the use of DDM. Besides providing a conve-
nient and accessible alternative to traditional light scat-
tering methods, DDM opens up a number of exciting and
largely unexplored possibilities, leveraging its unique
combination of features. For example, its intrinsic user-
independence, the compatibility with different imaging
modalities and the robustness against optical imperfec-
tions and multiple scattering make DDM an ideal candi-
date for the integration in automated platforms,
combining sample preparation, microscopy, quantitative
image analysis and machine learning, performing high-
throughput characterization of polymeric materials with
complex composition and design spaces.33 In general, the
fact that DDM is compatible with a variety of imaging
modes, can be exploited to simplify the design of experi-
ments aimed at simultaneously monitoring different
components within a given system. For example, multi-
modal imaging and DDM can be combined to study the
dynamical interplay of different substructures within a
composite material51 or to perform a tracer-based micro-
rheology experiment while simultaneously measuring the
spontaneous relaxation dynamics of the matrix. The com-
bination of DDM with a shear cell or a flow cell enabling
optical access to the sample59 or its integration in a rheo-
microscopy setup60 would enable the time- and space-
resolved observation of samples under the application of
controlled stresses and deformations, providing an
insight in the microscopic events underlying the macro-
scopic mechanical response of a material. In this kind of
application, it is particularly important to be able to
resolve localized events occurring in the material and
account for the presence of subregions showing distinct
behavior and microstructure. DDM, as an imaging-based
technique, can be easily adapted to the study of such spa-
tially heterogeneous samples. This can be obtained for
example by dividing a large field of view into smaller
regions of interest that are analyzed separately, or by
combining observations performed with different objec-
tive magnifications,58 to optimize trade-offs between spa-
tial resolution, spectral resolution, and statistical
robustness. The use of DDM as a diagnostic tool for
quasi-real-time monitoring of samples during production,
processing, transport or aging is fostered by the availabil-
ity of optimized software implementations, enabling the

quasi-real time DDM analysis of an acquired image
sequence.61 Moreover, the continuous progress in imag-
ing sensors technology and the introduction, in combina-
tion with DDM, of clever acquisition/illumination
schemes will enable access to unprecedentedly fast
dynamics.62,63 DDM is robust against multiple scattering
compared to DLS, and has been exploited by many inves-
tigators to study samples that would otherwise have been
impossible with optical methods. However, a systematic
study of the effects of multiple scattering on DDM analy-
sis is still missing, and understanding the associated limi-
tations could be important for extending DDM to a wider
class of samples and experiments. Finally, we note that
given the contemporary development of new data explo-
ration methods for molecular simulation, there may ulti-
mately be unexplored utility in applying DDM to
visualized dynamic simulations, which may ultimately
allow for accelerated computation of dynamical proper-
ties that may otherwise be expensive to access, such as
the intermediate scattering function. Overall, we believe
these recent and potential new developments for DDM
provide a powerful new tool for exploring emerging fron-
tiers in polymer science and engineering.
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